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Our Department of Agriculture correspondent sends news from the Bureau of

Entomology and Plant Quarantine in her letter this week — news about warm
houses and household insects.

She writes: "Once upon a time I shouldn't have been writing a letter
about house pests in midwinter. 1hat was one season of year when housewives of

former days didn't have to worry their heads about clothes moths and cockroaches
and so on. But times have changed. In some ways winter nowadays is easier
for the insects and harder for housewives.

"The man who first invented the modern home furnace or 'central heating 1

probably never dreamed of being a blessing to future generations of household
insects. He never guessed that in providing winter comfort for human beings
he was also providing it for countless other little beings. But the records
of the entomologists show that this is what has happened. Present-day even
heating in homes, apartments and other buildings has been a boon to the bugs —
insect

s

, I should say. Many a prosperous well-fed clothes moth owes his life
to modern heating. The same is true of many a thriving cockroach and carpet
beetle to say nothing of bedbugs, silver fish and even house ants.

"When our grandmothers hung their woolen clothes away in icy upstairs -

closets, they were as safe for the winter season as if they were in cold storage.
Clothes moths weren't nibbling at that temperature. And in old-fashioned
unheated bedrooms the bedbugs weren't doing much biting either. Chilly pantries
and storage rooms discouraged cockroaches. And in those days no damp warm
basements made life comfortable for silverfish.

"But today these insects aren't frozen out. Instead they can live in

comfort during zero weather. Which means that housewives, to say nothing of

hotel keepers, bakers, restaurant owners and so on, must all be on the job
keeping down these unpleasant and destructive insects the year around.

"Fortunately, the entomologists" are also on the job ready to help. A
group of scientists here at the Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine
have specialized in household pests — made a long and careful study of each
different kind and know exactly what methods are most successful in controlling
them. What is more, they have prepared a series of leaflets on each of the
different household insects — leaflets that give simple, clear and up-to-date
information on the best methods of warfare against them. Anyone who is troubled
by clothes moths, cockroaches, carpet beetles, bedbugs, silverfish, ants and so
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on is welcome to a copy of these leaflets as a glide in the battle against them.

For that matter many r. forehanded housekeeper doesn't wait until insects get a

start/in her home. Instead she keeps these leaflets on hand in her household
library to refer to in an emergency and to aid in prevention.

"One of the insects that apparently has "been increasing rapid].y in recent

years_ha S teen doing increasing damage in the last 10 years, is the silverfish
or the 'slicker', as some people call it. The silverfish is that tiny, lively,

grey, scale-covered insect that thrives in damp/Warm basements but may be found
anywhere in the house, even in the attic. Silverfish are familiar pests of

apartment houses. Damp hot basements encourage them and they follow the pipe

lines to apartments or lower floors. They also like new buildings where the walls

are still damp. And they are very likely to haunt steam-heated bathrooms.

"Silverfish are fond of night life—prefer to do their eating and running
around after dark. But you often see them in the daytime when their hiding place

is disturbed and they dart out across the floor and slither out of sight. Silver-

fish feed on paper and wallpaper, bookbindings, starchy or sweet food, and to some

extent on fabrics, particularly rayon and starched clothing or c\ittains. The

entomologists have investigated the food preferences of silverfish and they report

that these insects like vegetable foods having a high starch or sugar content and

are v^ry fond of moist wheat flour. But much as they like food, they are hardy

andfeasily starved out. The entomologists have kept them alive with no food
whatever for as long as 3^9 days.

"A sweet and starch poison bait is a cheap and effective way of getting rid

of silverfish, Mix together a cup and throe-fourths of oatmeal ground to flour,

a half teaspoon of granulated sugar, a fourth teaspoon of salt and a fourth teaspoon
of white arsenic or sodium fluoride. Moisten this with water, mix it well, let

it dry to prevent mold and grind it into small bits. Then place about a. teaspoon
of the bait in each of several shallow cardboard boxes like necktie boxes and put

the boxes near the haunts of silverfish. Cover each box with a crumpled sheet

of paper. (Of course, arsenic and sodium fluoride both are poisons, so keep the

bait away from animals and children and clean up all traces of the poison after
making the bait

.

)

"Pyrethrum powder dusted or blown into places where silverfish hide is

also useful. And so is a spray made of paradichlorobenzene in carbon tetrachloride.

Such a spray will quickly kill the hordes of silverfish tha.t often overrun base-
bents and furnace and storage rooms.

"But I'm sure I don't know why I am telling you all this when you can read
the details for youself in the silverfish leaflet I am sending you. You can
tell your listeners that they too are welcome to this leaflet, or the new leaflets
on cockroaches, carpet beetles, bedbugs and so on. They need only to write to

the Department of Agriculture in Washington, D.C. and ask for them.

P.S. The silverfish leaflet is called "Silverfish." It is leaflet 1U9.

And like the others, free for the asking as long as the supply lasts."




